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Abstract: The isolation of single homologs of polyethylene glycol by preparative reversed-phase
chromatography is investigated. A thermodynamic model developed accurately previously describes
the retention times of individual homologs as function of their size, temperature, and mobile phase
composition under linear, diluted conditions. The model is extended to predict limiting retention
times for linear gradient operation in preparative applications. Isocratic and gradient-based sepa-
rations are studied under strongly overloaded conditions. Baseline separation of homologs up to
3000 g/mol is demonstrated. Quantitative production of pure single homologs up to molar weights
of 1000 g/mol was performed using an automated setup.
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1. Introduction

Producing single homologs of polymers is a challenging, but relevant, problem. Such
monodisperse (uniform) polymers have very well-defined properties, which are of high
interest in medical, analytical, biotechnological, and chemical applications. However, the
synthesis of polymers generally leads to polydispersed products. While modern synthesis
protocols can produce polymers with low polydispersity and smaller single homologs, these
methods are still tedious [1]. Often, subsequent chromatographic purification is required
to narrow down the molar weight distribution (MWD) and removal of impurities [2].
Against this background, the isolation of pure homologs from polydisperse mixtures by
chromatography may provide flexible methods for producing single or multiple selected
homologs simultaneously on a larger scale.

Polyethylene glycol (PEG), studied here, is a versatile polymer with many applica-
tions. Conventional polydisperse PEGs are found in cosmetics, surfactants, and fabric
softeners, to name a few. In contrast, PEGs with very narrow MWDs or even single
homologs are of high interest in medicine and biopharmaceutical research. Here, they
are bound to active drug molecules to control their solubility, stability, and bioavailabil-
ity [3]. Since polydispersity strongly affects the activity of PEG-ylated drugs, it is critical
to use uniform, well-defined PEGs [2,4,5]. Additionally, single homologs are valuable
reference materials for analytical purposes, specifically in measurements related to size
and mass of molecules [6], for spectroscopic techniques [7], as standards in size exclusion
chromatography, etc.

Monodisperse PEGs are commercially available only up to several hundred Da. As
already indicated, corresponding synthesis protocols are still laborious; reviews are given
in [1,2,8]. Beyond this, PEG standards with relatively low polydispersity are available.
However, in all cases, these are expensive standards, and the costs increase rapidly with the
MW of the product. In contrast, conventional polydisperse PEGs are cheap bulk products.
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A chromatographic isolation of single homologs from such mixtures is certainly interesting.
As noted already by Bohn and Meier [2], performing this by size exclusion chromatography
(SEC) would be a ‘Sisyphean’ task. Indeed, here high-resolution methods are required as
provided by interaction-based retention mechanisms [9,10]. The high resolution power
of normal phase and reversed-phase chromatography (RP-HPLC) was demonstrated al-
ready at the analytical scale [9,11–15]. Further enhancement is possible by minimizing the
band broadening of peaks through the use of modern core-shell columns [15]. Another
high-resolution method with low peak dispersion is supercritical fluid chromatography
(SFC). At the analytical scale, Poulton et al. [16] successfully used SFC to resolve PEGs with
2000 g/mol on a diol column. To our knowledge, SFC is, so far, the only technique that was
applied also for the preparative isolations of single PEG homologs. In several studies by
Shimada et al. [17,18] and Takahashi et al. [6,19,20], silica-based SFC columns with diame-
ters of up to 10 mm were used to obtain uniform PEGs, with degrees of polymerization up
to n = 42 as reference materials.

In a previous work [15], we demonstrated that RP-HPLC using a C18 core-shell column
provides a remarkable resolution of PEGs. For example, the baseline resolution of homologs
up to at least 5000 g/mol were achieved, corresponding to a degree of polymerization of
n = 113. Moreover, a rigorous thermodynamic model and a simple process model were
devised that accurately predicted retention times and chromatograms over a wide range of
conditions, in terms of MW of the homologs, temperature, and mobile phase composition.

The goal of this work is to extend the approach above to isolate single PEG homologs
at a larger scale. To this end, the thermodynamic retention model from [15] is parametrized
through pulse experiments using a preparative core-shell column. Along this line, the role
of the injection solvent is also investigated. The model is then extended to linear gradient
operation. Based on this, single PEG homologs are produced in quantitative isolation runs.
Finally, also the separation of larger PEGs is also discussed briefly.

2. Theoretical Background
2.1. Thermodynamic Retention Model

In a previous work [15], a model was established that predicts accurately the separa-
tion of PEGs at analytical scale as function of the degree of polymerization, temperature,
and acetonitrile content of the eluent. The approach will be applied here to preparative
separations. It is summarized below (for details, see [15]).

For the retention factor in linear chromatography, k′ = (tR − t0)/t0, with tR as the
retention time and t0 as the void time, holds thermodynamically

ln k′ = −∆H◦

RT
+

∆S∗

R
, (1)

where ∆H◦ is the standard enthalpy and ∆S∗ is the apparent entropy (which also includes
the contribution of the bed’s void volume); T is temperature, and R is the gas constant.
For the measuring retention times of components at different temperatures, Equation (1)
allows for determining ∆H◦ and ∆S∗ from van’t Hoff plots [21]. Furthermore, according to
Martin’s rule [22], the retention of a molecule depends on the contributions of it’s building
blocks. For a polymer with degree of polymerization, n, this leads to

∆H◦ = n ∆H◦r + ∆H◦e , (2a)

∆S∗= n ∆S∗r + ∆S∗e . (2b)

The subscripts in Equation (2) denote the repeat units (r) and the end groups (e) of
the polymer. Martin’s rule was shown to apply very well to PEGs [13–15,23–26]. The
parameters ∆H◦r , ∆H◦e , ∆S∗r , and ∆S∗e can be determined from pulse experiments (see
Section 4.2).
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2.2. Column Model Based on Discrete Convolution

As shown in [15], the retention model above allows for simulating chromatograms
for PEGs under linear conditions with high accuracy by discrete convolution. In brief, the
chromatogram of a species i, cout,i(t) results from convolving its injection profile, cinj,i(t)
(here a rectangular pulse), with its pulse response Ei(t) (here a normal distribution defined
through the retention time and the stage number, NTP). The operation is performed
efficiently by fast Fourier transform, FFT and can be written as

cout,i(t) = IFFT {FFT
[
cinj,i(t)

]
· FFT[Ei(t)]} , (3)

where IFFT denotes the inverse transform. More details are given in [15,27–29].

2.3. Linear Solvent Strength Theory

The so-called linear solvent strength (LSS) theory [30,31] provides algebraic expres-
sions for the retention times when using linear solvent gradients. In gradient chromatogra-
phy, the retention factor k′i of a component i typically depends exponentially on the modifier
concentration (here, the volume fraction of acetonitrile (ACN) in the mobile phase, φ). In
the LSS approach, this dependency is simplified by the local approximation

log k′i(φ) = log k′i,w − Siφ , (4)

where k′i,w is the extrapolated value of k′i for pure water as the mobile phase, and Si
is a constant. Based on this, an approximate expression for the retention time can be
derived [30,31], which is written here as

tR,i = t0 + tD + tinj +
1

Siβ
ln
[
1 + Siβ

(
t0k′i,0 − tD

)]
, (5)

where tD is the residence time in the dwell volume and tinj is the duration of the injection.
The slope of the gradient is given by β = (φend − φ0)/tG, with tG as its duration. k′i,0 is the
value of k′i at the start of the gradient, i.e., at φ = φ0, which holds ln k′i,0 = ln ki,w − Siφ0.

3. Experimental
3.1. Materials

Technical-grade, polydisperse PEG 1000 (average MW 1000 g/mol) was purchased
from Merck KGaA. It is wax-like at room temperature, and its purity is not further specified
by the supplier. LC/MS measurements (see below) revealed that it consists of 20 quantifi-
able individual homologs (see Section 4.1).

Acetonitrile (ACN; HPLC grade) was purchased from Fisher Scientific (Schwerte,
Germany). Ultrapure water was prepared using a purification unit (Aquinity2, mem-
braPure, Hennigsdorf, Germany). For sample preparation, an analytical scale (BP 221 S,
Sartorius, Göttingen, Germany) was used.

3.2. Preparative Chromatography

The preparative-scale experiments were performed using a 100 × 21 mm core-shell
column (Kinetex C18, 100 Å, 5 µm; Phenomenex, Aschaffenburg, Germany), using wa-
ter/acetonitrile mixtures as eluent under linear and gradient conditions. After each experi-
ment, a forced elution step of 2 min was performed with a concentration of 80 vol% ACN
to flush out larger PEGs still residing in the column, followed by an 8 min equilibration at
15 vol% ACN.

A modular setup was used that consisted of a preparative pump (K-1800, Knauer,
Berlin, Germany) with a mounted low-pressure binary gradient mixer (Knauer), a 4-port
degasser (Knauer), a thermostat (RE 306, Lauda, Lauda-Königshofen Germany), and a
fraction collector (Foxy R1, Knauer). Process monitoring was performed by a coupled
charged aerosol detector (CAD; Corona Ultra RS, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham,
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MA, USA) and mass spectrometer (MS; AB SciexQTrap, Sciex, Darmstadt, Germany) for
the identification of the individual homologs. The setup was controlled using a custom
Python-based software. The column was placed in a thermostated bath. Injection volumes
below 1 mL were applied via injection loops installed at a 6-port, 3-channel injection valve
(Knauer). For automatization of the injections, the sample solutions were delivered by a
feed pump (K-500, Knauer). Injections above 1 mL were realized directly via the pump and
gradient mixer. An adjustable semi-preparative post-column flow splitter (ASI, Richmond,
CA, USA) split the flow between detectors and fraction collector at a ratio of about 1:20. The
smaller flow was again split between CAD and MS using a micro metering valve assembly
(IDEX, Northbrook, IL, USA).

For all isocratic experiments, eluent composition was adjusted by weighing corre-
sponding amounts of water and ACN using a precision scale (BP 8100, Sartorius). Degassing
was performed by helium sparging. For gradient chromatography, the eluents were mixed
by the gradient pump after they passed the online degasser.

When high purity of collected fractions was confirmed, they were pooled according
to their degree of polymerization, concentrated in a vacuum rotary evaporator (Laborota
4000/4001 efficient, Heidolph, Schwabach, Germany), and subsequently freeze-dried to
powder form by lyophilisation (Alpha 1–4, Martin Christ Gefriertrocknungsanlagen GmbH,
Osterode am Harz, Germany).

3.3. Analytical Chromatography

Analysis of samples and collected fractions were performed by LC/MS using an
analytical core-shell C18 column (Kinetex C18, 100 × 4.6 mm, 100 Å, 2.6 µm; Phenomenex)
and an Ultimate 3000 LC unit (Dionex, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) consisting of a gradient pump
LPG-3400A with internal degasser, column thermostat TCC-3000, and an autosampler
WPS-3000SL. The same CAD/MS detection system was used as described above. The
analyses were performed under isocratic conditions at 25 ◦C using water/ACN 80/20 v/v
as eluent at a flow rate of 1 mL/min. Injection volume was 10 µL.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Separation Problem and Role of Operating Conditions

While our previous study [15] was performed using high-quality narrow PEG stan-
dards, the scope here is on the preparative-scale isolation of homologs from inexpensive
polydisperse PEGs. Thus, a technical-grade PEG 1000 was chosen as a model system. The
analysis of the MWD by LC/MS, shown in Figure 1, reveals that the PEG 1000 contains,
in total, 20 quantifiable homologs with degrees of polymerization ranging from n = 13 to
n = 32. The polydispersity of the material was calculated as 1.025, which indicates that
it has (owing to its low average MW) still a quite narrow MWD. As seen in Figure 1, the
MWD is described well by a normal distribution.

10 15 20 25 30 35

Degree of polymerization, n  / -

0

2

4

6
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10

R
e
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v
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u
n
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 /
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Figure 1. MWD of PEG 1000 determined by LC/MS (symbols) and interpolation by a normal
distribution (line; mean value 22.285, standard deviation 3.81). Measured using the analytical column
(eluent 20 vol% ACN, 1 mL/min; 25 ◦C; injection 10 µL of 1 g/L PEG 1000 in water).
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To adjust the flow rate for the preparative column, we consider the simplest scale-
up method for chromatographic separations. When applying a column with the same
packing material and length, but increased diameter, and using the same linear velocity
and relative injection volume, very similar chromatograms will result at both scales. For
this, the flow rate and injection volume are increased by the scale-up factor (D2/D1)

2,
where D1 and D2 are the diameters of the two columns. The two columns used here have
the same length, but due to limit pressure drop for the preparative column, a packing
with slightly larger particles (5 µm, instead of 2.6 µm) was selected. The scale up factor
is (21.2 mm/0.46 mm)2 = 21.2. Based on this, the flow rate was fixed to 20 mL/min.
Depending on ACN level and temperature, pressure at 20 mL/min varied between 65 and
95 bar, which fits the equipment limit of 100 bar.

Figure 2 shows example chromatograms obtained for the preparative column that
displays the interaction between the molar weight of the homologs and the chromato-
graphic operating conditions, in terms of temperature and eluent composition. Retention
increases strongly with increasing degree of polymerization, n, as well as with increasing
temperature and decreasing acetonitrile content. These observations are consistent with
the previous results at an analytical scale and discussed in detail in [15].
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Figure 2. Example chromatograms demonstrating the roles of temperature and mobile phase compo-
sition for the separation of PEG 1000 on the preparative column. For better orientation, peaks are
marked for the homologs with n = 15, 20, and 25. (Left) three different temperatures (15, 30, 50 ◦C)
at 19 vol% ACN in water as eluent. (Right) three different eluent compositions (15, 17, and 19 vol%
ACN in water) at 30 ◦C. Remark: The chromatogram in the left (middle) is the same as the one in the
right (bottom). Samples: 50 µL of 5 g/L PEG 1000 in water.

An important aspect of preparative chromatography is the solvent used for sample
injection. It is well-known that injecting a feed mixture in a solvent different from the mobile
phase can strongly influence chromatograms. In addition to the potential detrimental
effects, such as band splitting or peak deformation, beneficial phenomena, such as peak
sharpening, are also possible. To elucidate the role of the injection solvent, a series of
experiments was performed using the analytical column with various levels of ACN in
the mobile phase. Table 1 summarizes the results for the example of homolog n = 20. For
the small injections performed here, the retention factor k′ is practically constant. This is
important, since it allows us to apply the thermodynamic model in Section 2.1 to this kind
of operation, as well. However, column efficiency, in terms of the number of theoretical
stages, NTP, increases strongly with decreasing ACN level and reaches a remarkable
maximum of 14,000 theoretical stages when using pure water for injection. Additionally,
peak asymmetry (determined by the conventional method at 5% peak height) is reduced
the more water the injection solvent contains. These observations are analogous to those of
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VanMiddlesworth and Dorsey [32], who studied this for the homologous series of methyl
ketones in RP-HPLC.

The reason for this behavior is that sorption increases exponentially here, the weaker
the solvent. Thus, the injection in a weak solvent (here water) causes the whole sample to
sorb onto the stationary phase in a narrow band at the column inlet. Once the small volume
of water has left this zone, the latter is reached by a ’step gradient’ of the stronger ACN-
containing eluent, which immediately desorbs all PEGs, causing a highly concentrated,
very narrow band that migrates further. Overall, this ’focusing’ phenomenon is analogous
to a creating an injection profile much narrower than possible by the experimental setup,
leading to very sharp and more symmetrical peaks. A detailed discussion and analysis
of the role of the injection solvent in preparative chromatography can be found in the
literature [33,34].

As will be shown later, the injection in a weak solvent is also beneficial for the
preparative-scale separation of PEGs.

Table 1. Role of the injection solvent. Dependency of k′, NTP, and peak asymmetry, AP, on the
amount of acetonitrile in the injection solvent, ACN inj, for the example of homolog n = 20. Deviations
in % from the corresponding value for 100% water as injection solvent. Conditions: Analytical
column, eluent 20 vol% ACN, 50 ◦C, 0.7 mL/min, samples: 10 µL of 0.2 g/L PEG 1000.

ACN inj k′ ∆k′ NTP ∆NTP AP ∆AP
vol% - % - % %

0 12.35 14,000 1.11
10 12.25 −0.8 12,810 −8.5 1.19 7.2
20 12.22 −1.1 10,070 −28.1 1.29 16.2
35 12.18 −1.4 6170 −55.9 1.36 22.5
50 12.20 −1.2 6010 −57.1 1.37 23.4

4.2. Thermodynamic Analysis

Following the approach presented in [15], the parameters in Equations (1) and (2) are
determined for the preparative column from small pulse injections performed at different
temperatures and mobile phase compositions. To ensure linear conditions, small injection
amounts (50 µL of 5 g/L PEG 1000 in water) were applied. In contrast to the analytical-
scale analysis in [15] that utilized more than 200 chromatograms, at the preparative scale,
the number of experiments must obviously be limited. Here, we evaluate four different
acetonitrile contents (15, 17, 19, and 21 vol %) and three different temperatures (15, 30, and
50 ◦C), resulting in a total of 12 chromatograms, which also include the examples shown in
Figure 1.

Below, we describe, in brief, the evaluation of the chromatograms; the detailed pro-
cedure is given in [15]. First, the retention factors are calculated from the retention times
of each homolog n as k′i =

(
tR,n − t−0 tsys

)
/t0. The required value for t0 was determined

by Trathnigg’s method [24] as t0 = 0.729 min, and the system’s void time was found by
a tracer puls bypassing the column as tsys = 0.12 min. According to Equation (1), linear
regression in van’t Hoff plots, i.e., ln k′n vs. 1/T, then delivers ∆H◦n and ∆S∗n for each
homolog. An example is given for an eluent with 17 vol% ACN in Figure 3 (left). The
determined ∆H◦n and ∆S∗n are then subjected to linear regression against Equation (2), which
gives the enthalpic and entropic contributions for the repetitive units (∆H◦r , ∆S∗r ) and end
groups (∆H◦e , ∆S∗e ). This is exemplified in Figure 3 (right). The procedure works equally
well for all ACN concentrations used (corresponding plots for 15, 19, and 21 vol% are
given in Figures S1–S3 in the Supplementary Materials). The very good agreement of the
linear regressions confirms that the thermodynamic model is applicable to the preparative
column.
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Figure 3. Determination of thermodynamic parameters for the separation of PEG 1000 on the
preparative column for the example of an eluent with 17 vol% ACN. (Left) van’t Hoff plot of data
and linear regression against Equation (1) (lines) for the different homologs. (Right) enthalpic and
entropic contributions as a function of n corresponding to the slopes (∆H◦n) and intercepts (∆S∗n) of
the lines in the left (symbols). Linear regression against Equation (2) (lines) delivers ∆H◦r , ∆H◦e , and
∆S∗r , ∆S∗e as slopes and intercepts, respectively.

The obtained thermodynamic parameters are listed as function of the mobile phase
composition in Table 2. Figure 4 compares the parameters to those determined in [15] for the
analytical column. The parameters for both columns are quite similar and follow the same
trends with changing ACN content of the mobile phase. Interestingly, the contributions
of the repeating units, ∆H◦r and ∆S∗r , are consistently higher for the preparative column,
whereas the values for the end groups, ∆H◦e and ∆S∗e , are lower than for the analytical
column. Overall, when calculating values for ∆H◦ and ∆S∗ for the typical conditions used
here, one finds that, in both cases, the entropic contribution is slightly more influential than
the enthalpic one. Further, both values are somewhat higher for the preparative column.
Nonetheless, the determined k′ values are similar for both columns, owing to the slightly
lower porosity of the larger column. Moreover, as shown in [15], the separation factor
between neighboring homologs is given by

ln α = −∆H◦r
RT

+
∆S∗r

R
. (6)

when evaluating this expression, one finds strikingly similar separation factors for both
columns. For example, at 50 ◦C and 15 vol% ACN (very strong retention), one finds
αprep = 1.39 and αanalyt = 1.38, while at 15 ◦C and 21 vol% ACN (very weak retention),
αprep = 1.13 and αanalyt = 1.16 are obtained.

Table 2. Determined thermodynamic parameters as function of the acetonitrile content (ACN) of the
mobile phase.

ACN ∆H◦r ∆H◦e ∆S∗r ∆S∗e
vol% kJ/mol kJ/mol J/(mol K) J/(mol K)

15 1.185 −4.423 6.401 −29.390
17 1.365 −4.773 6.533 −30.131
19 1.485 −5.153 6.551 −30.999
21 1.566 −5.488 6.487 −31.548
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Figure 4. Comparison of thermodynamic parameters for the preparative and the analytical column
as function of the mobile phase composition. Filled symbols—preparative column (for values see
Table 2), open symbols—analytical column (data from [15]). Lines—interpolation by third-order
polynomials. The coefficients are tabulated in the Supplementary Information.

To summarize, the thermodynamic retention model can be applied to the preparative
column. The parameters, and in particular, the selectivity for this core-shell column, which
has larger particles, are very similar to the analytical column studied earlier.

4.3. Separation under Linear Conditions

Provided the distribution equilibria of the homologs remains in the linear range, which
should be the case under sufficiently diluted conditions, the thermodynamic model above
predicts retention times very accurately, as demonstrated in Figure 5. Here, the predic-
tions are compared to the experimental retention times for the chromatograms shown in
Figure 2. Despite the fact that the measured retention times were part of the data set used
for parametrizing the model, the agreement is still striking.
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Figure 5. Evaluation of the thermodynamic retention model for the preparative column at different
conditions. Comparison of retention times for the chromatograms shown in Figure 2 (symbols) to the
predictions by the thermodynamic retention model (lines).
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In the next step, we investigate the applicability of the column model based on discrete
convolution (see Section 2.2). As explained in [15], the retention model and an expression
for the number of theoretical stages, NTP, are sufficient to parametrize the residence dis-
tributions Ei(t) needed to apply Equation (3). Figure 6 shows a comparison between the
model and two experimental chromatograms measured at conditions that were not used
for model parametrization, namely at 20 vol% ACN and 20 ◦C (Figure 6, left) and 20 vol%
ACN and 35 ◦C (Figure 6, right). In both cases, the model predicts the experiments with
high accuracy, even though equal NTP values were used for all homologs.
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Figure 6. Validation of the process model for the preparative column at two different condi-
tions. Symbols—experimental data, lines—simulated total outlet concentration, Σi cout,i(t), acc. to
Equation (3). (Left) experiment at 20 ◦C. (Right) experiment at 35 ◦C. Other conditions: eluent
20 vol% ACN, sample 50 µL of 5 g/L PEG 1000 in water. Simulation with averaged values for NTP
of 3330 (20 ◦C) and 4670 (35 ◦C).

In the previous examples, narrow injections of 50 µL were applied using water as
a solvent. As a complementary example, we consider also a large injection volume of
150 mL with the eluent as the injection solvent. Remaining in the linear sorption regime
requires the use of a very low injection concentration of 0.05 g/L. Figure 7 shows a resulting
chromatogram. It can be seen that the detector signal (black) is very low. Due to the
absence of a sharpening effect by the injection solvent (see previous example and discussion
in Section 4.1), band broadening is apparently too strong to achieve clear separation.
However, the step-wise change of the signal indicates the elution of the broader bands of
the homologs. This is also supported by the fact that the retention intervals predicted by
the thermodynamic model also fits these steps.

In addition, Figure 7 includes a chromatogram measured under the same conditions,
but using an injection solvent with 5 vol% ACN only. Here, the expected sharpening effect
occurs and leads to clearly baseline-separated peaks. Notably, their retention times also
fall mostly into the predicted elution windows. The shapes of these peaks, however, are
strongly asymmetric, indicating a complex interaction of the broad water plug with the
sorbed PEG molecules. Furthermore, for the earlier eluting peaks, overlapping elution
intervals are predicted (thus, in the figure, only a single early interval is marked), while the
peaks, indeed, remain baseline-separated. This indicates the strong benefits of performing
injections in weak solvents, but also shows a limitation of the retention model.
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Figure 7. Large-volume injections on the preparative column under strongly diluted conditions.
Black—sample dissolved in the eluent. Orange—sample dissolved in pure water. For compari-
son, elution windows predicted by the thermodynamic model are marked for selected homologs.
Conditions: 18 vol% ACN, 50 ◦C, injection of 150 mL PEG 1000 with 0.05 g/L.

While the linear convolution model is obviously not applicable for situations with
asymmetric peaks (as is the case for the remainder of this work), it should be noted that
the approach is powerful and accurate. In the context of preparative chromatography, it
is applicable directly if equilibria can be approximated by linear functions such as, for
example, in SEC [28] and in many sugar separations [35].

4.4. Separation under Nonlinear Conditions
4.4.1. Isocratic Operation

In preparative separations, large injection amounts are used to achieve economic pro-
cess performance, in terms of throughput and solvent consumption. Below, we investigate
the system’s behavior under the corresponding conditions. Figure 8 compares five chro-
matograms for large injection amounts obtained for a constant injection volume of 500 µL
and increasing injection concentrations between 5 g/L and 100 g/L. It is observed that, in
all cases, asymmetric chromatograms result in increasingly sharp fronts and dispersive
waves (‘tails’) at their rear. This behavior corresponds to so-called favourable nonlinear
sorption isotherms (as is, for example, the well-known Langmuir model). A qualitative
comparison of the results to those in Figure 8 also underlines the beneficial role of water as
an injection solvent.
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Figure 8. Overloading series under isocratic conditions for the preparative column. Overlay of five
chromatograms with increasing injection concentrations ranging from 5 to 100 g/L (see legend) at an
injection volume of 500 µL, corresponding to injected amounts between 2.5 mg and 50 mg. For better
orientation, the elution profiles for homolog n = 22 are marked. For comparison, the blue dashed
lines mark the limiting retention times of the selected homologs for small injections calculated from
the thermodynamic model. Measured at 18 vol% ACN and 30 ◦C, the injection solvent is water.
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The figure also contains the predicted elution times for the selected homologs. It is
readily observed that the predicted times fall quite accurately into the end points of the
tails (as expected from theory). This underlines that the retention model is also a helpful
tool for designing preparative-scale separations under strongly overloaded conditions.

It should be noted that the example in Figure 8 was designed to demonstrate the
fundamental behavior at short run times to save eluent. For this, intermediate values for
temperature and ACN level were chosen. As shown in [15], this significantly limits the
selectivity and achievable resolution. Nonetheless, even under these conditions, large
injection amounts can be separated. Baseline resolution is achieved (for some peaks),
even when injecting 25 mg PEG 1000 (50 g/L). For comparison, injected amounts for
Figures 2 and 6 were 0.25 mg, with 7.5 mg in the case of Figure 7. As an example, when
assuming an injection concentration of 40 g/L and a run time of 25 min (including a
regeneration step), the specific productivity for homolog n = 22 would be about 3.5 g/d/L
(grams per day and liters column volume). This may be seen as a low value, but it
appears acceptable for valuable reference standards, of which several can be produced
simultaneously, since multiple homologs can be isolated from the same run. Furthermore,
the separation of significantly larger amounts (and larger homologs, as shown later) is
possible by using lower ACN levels and higher temperatures. However, this is at the cost
of much longer run times, which, in turn, increases eluent consumption. Correspondingly,
finding suitable operating parameters is a non-trivial optimization problem, even for
isocratic separations. This is beyond the scope of this work and the subject of ongoing
investigations.

It deserves to be mentioned that, due to the strong sensitivity of sorption, with respect
to the ACN content of the mobile phase, even slight inaccuracies of the gradient pump
(which are typical for preparative-scale equipment) led to significant deviations. Acceptable
reproducibility was obtained only by careful premixing of the solvent using a balance.

Apart from this, the separation demonstrated above is seen as a promising example
that motivates a further development of corresponding separations.

4.4.2. Gradient-Based Operation

The sensitivity of the operation discussed above can be attenuated by applying solvent
gradients [30]. Below, experiments with linear ACN gradients are performed to prove the
feasibility of a quantitative isolation of individual homologs in high purity. Specifically, the
goal is to simultaneously isolate the early-eluting homologs with n = 15 to n = 21, which are
present in relatively large amounts in PEG 1000 (see Figure 1). Moreover, the purity of the
collected homologs should be maximized, since they are intended as reference materials.
Thus, we aim at rather evenly distributed, baseline-separated peaks with additional safety
margins between them, which also simplifies automatic peak detection by the fraction
collector. A helpful design tool for this is the combination of the retention model (Section 4.2)
with LSS theory (Section 2.3) to predict the retention times in the limit of low concentrations.

Figure 9 shows a linear gradient experiment performed under diluted conditions
that was designed correspondingly. The chosen, rather flat, gradient leads to good reso-
lution between neighboring homologs. The retention times are distributed rather evenly,
with slightly increasing differences to account for the increasing bandwidth of the later
eluting homologs. The predictions by LSS theory are shown in Figure 9. To apply this
method, the two parameters in Equation (4), k′i,w, and Si were fitted for each homolog i
by linear regression to the corresponding values from the thermodynamic model. The
obtained sets of k′i,w and Si fit the thermodynamic model very well (a comparison is given in
Figure S4 in the Supplementary Materials). The agreement in Figure 9 between experimen-
tal retention times and those calculated from Equation (5) is considered good, in particular,
when considering the sensitivity of the system and the existing experimental uncertainties.
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Figure 9. Linear gradient experiment under diluted conditions (black) and comparison of retention
times to the prediction by LLS theory (dashed blue lines). For better orientation, homolog n = 20 is
marked. The orange line marks the solvent gradient (right axis). The dwell volume required to apply
Equation (5) was measured as 11.4 mL. Conditions: Linear gradient from 15 vol% to 18 vol% ACN
in 70 min, followed by a forced elution step at 70 min; 55 ◦C; sample 50 µL of 0.05 g/L PEG 1000
in water.

Based on this result, linear gradient runs were designed for preparative purposes using
the same gradient as in Figure 9, but with increased injection concentrations. Figure 10
shows a series of four consecutive runs, performed using the automated setup with a
large injection concentration of 250 g/L (corresponding to 12.5 mg PEG 1000 per injection).
As intended, the target peaks are baseline separated, and their increasing bandwidth is
accounted for, such that resolution between neighbouring peaks is very similar. There is no
sign for deterioration of performance from cycle-to-cycle, leading to good reproducibility.
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Figure 10. Experiment with four consecutively applied larger injections performed under linear
gradient conditions. Conditions as in Figure 9, but injected concentration increased to 250 g/L.

Finally, the same conditions were applied in collection runs with automated fractiona-
tion of the target homologs. Figure 11 shows an overlay of four corresponding runs, with
the individual fractions highlighted. The reproducibility is considered very good. The
figure also contains the retention times calculated from LSS (blue dashed lines). They, again,
agree well with the experiments, but the experimental peaks elute somewhat later than
predicted. This indicates that the LSS approach provides useful estimates for the initial
design, but is not applicable for a detailed design of such experiments.
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Figure 11. Overlay of four preparative production runs performed with automated fraction collection
to obtain the homologs, with n = 14 through n = 21 as products. Gray areas—Collected product
fractions, blues dashed lines—retention times calculated from the LSS model. Fraction collector
parameters: minimum peak height 2 pA, minimum start time 15 min. For chromatographic conditions,
see Figure 10.

The individual eluting homologs were identified by online MS, such that the collected
fractions could be allocated and pooled. Figure 12 shows the analyses of the injected
mixture and the pooled fractions performed using the analytical column. All fractions are
found to contain only the target homolog. The pure homologs were freeze-dried to obtain
them in powder form. Subsequently, they were applied as reference standards for, among
others, chromatographic experiments and for the development of diffusion measurement
by heterodyne dynamic light scattering [7].
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Figure 12. Analysis of the fractions collected during the preparative runs as marked in Figure 11.
Top row—Feed mixture (1 g/L PEG 1000 in water). Further rows—Individual fractions. Conditions:
analytical column, 20 vol% ACN, 25 ◦C, 1 mL/min, injection volume 10 µL.

Finally, to assess the limits of the approach, gradient-based separations of larger PEGs
were also performed. As an example, Figure 13 shows the separation of PEG 4000 into single
homologs up to a degree of polymerization of n = 70, corresponding to a molar weight
of 3100 g/mol. The more complex gradient used here was designed based on practical
experience. Specifically, the later eluting homologs are baseline separated. It is noted that,
despite the fact that the injected amount was similar to the examples above, the outlet
concentrations are very low, due to band broadening and large retention times. Moreover,
the sample contains hundreds of homologs, which translates into small proportions of the
individual homologs.
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Figure 13. Example for the separation of PEG 4000 by gradient chromatography on the preparative
column. Baseline resolution up to at least n = 70 is achieved. Conditions: Linear gradient from 28
to 30 vol% ACN in 90 min, followed by isocratic elution with 30 vol% ACN; 55 ◦C; sample 50 µL of
200 g/L pEG 4000 in water.

Although the operating conditions in the examples above were not optimized against
performance criteria, the results underline the remarkable separation power of RP-HPLC,
in conjunction with the efficiency of modern columns also under conditions typical for
preparative chromatography.

5. Summary and Conclusions

The applicability of reversed-phase chromatography for the preparative isolation of
individual PEG homologs was investigated experimentally.

In a first step, pulse experiments were performed to assess the separation. Along this
line, it was found that using a weak solvent for injection causes a ‘focusing’ effect that does
not affect retention, but improves separation significantly by peak sharpening. From the
pulse experiments, a thermodynamic retention model, devised in [15], was parametrized.
Under diluted conditions, retention times and chromatograms were predicted with high
accuracy as functions of the size of the homologs, temperature, and mobile phase compo-
sitions. The approach is directly applicable to other polymers, provided their retention
follows Martin’s rule.

Next, the separation capacity of the column was evaluated using large injection
amounts in isocratic operation. Baseline separation of the homologs could be achieved
for large injection amounts, even under conditions that favor low cycle times, rather than
resolution. The retention model agreed well with the observed dispersive waves of the
peaks, making it useful for basic design. However, process stability was limited, due to the
exponential dependency of the retention on the acetonitrile content in the mobile phase.

Robustness was enhanced by using linear solvent gradients, for which limiting reten-
tion times could be predicted using the retention model and LSS theory. This facilitated
designing preparative experiments with shallow gradients and an automated fraction
collection that delivered multiple pure PEG homologs simultaneously with molar weights
up to 1000 g/mol (n = 21). Finally, the applicability to larger PEGs was confirmed by a
gradient-based separation of PEG 4000, where the baseline resolution was achieved for
homologs up to n = 70.

The obtained results underline that preparative chromatography may be a useful
tool for the isolation of single homologs from polydisperse polymers. The optimization of
operating conditions and the use of advanced operating concepts may enhance performance
sufficiently to allow for economic productions of single homologs up to a certain size.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/pr11030946/s1.
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